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appendix: nest er sosa: selected bibliography - marko rajkovic, ed., belief and justi Þ cation: the problem
of knowledge in contemporary analytical philosophy (ibis gra Þ ka, zagreb, 2002); in philosophy for the 21st
century, (oxford university press, 2003), a collection edited by steven cahn; in the harcourt college custom
breaking the mind - project muse - this text “breaking the mind” relates in a particular way to the practice
of hu- mility and is necessary for excellent living and for the proper functioning of the cognitive processes.
those who do not break their minds “are ignorant of the truth,” for “pride is an obstacle preventing
knowledge.”2 ancient writers commonly correlate knowledge and virtue, linking sound cognitive ... fricker,
miranda (2007) the value of knowledge and the ... - forthcoming in epistemology, royal institute of
philosophy supplement the value of knowledge and the test of time the ‘problem’ the fast growing literature on
the value of knowledge stems from a compelling pre- communities of informed judgment - muse.jhu communities of informed judgment frederick d. aquino published by the catholic university of america press
aquino, d.. communities of informed judgment: newman's illative sense and accounts of rationality. values
eth&ep course outline 2012 - university of sheffield hereislast$year’sreading$list.$thisyear’scourse(spring$2014) willcoververy$
similar$topics$(with$one$or$two$substitutions)$thoughinadifferentorder. $ curriculum vita - tennessee
state university - “an internalist theory of epistemic virtue,” in guy axtell, ed., knowledge, belief and
character (rowman and littlefield, 2000) “wallace‟s kantian strawsonianism,” philosophy and
phenomenological research , 2002 virtue and mentation - springer - she holds that a character trait is a
moral virtue if and only if “it systematically (reliably) produces good consequences (it systematically produces
good producing action).”3 her theory is a radical departure from conventional virtue theories in that the
internal psychological state of the agent, particularly motives, intentions, and
knowledgeofthegood,“arenotrelevanttothetrait ... ernest sosa: selected bibliography - brown research reprinted in knowledge, belief, and character, edited by guy axtell (rowman&littlefield, 2000). "fregean
reference defended," and "more on fregean reference," in philosophical issues 6: harms and wrongs in
epistemic practice - ’epistemic vice’, in guy axtell (ed.) knowledge, belief, and character: readings in
contemporary virtue epistemology (lanham, md: rowman and littlefield, 2000), 195-204; miranda fricker,
epistemic injustice
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